
 

Listing Optimization for Steak & Brisket 
Rub 

 

 Hi there!

 

 We have completed the first draft for your Steak & Brisket Rub Listing Optimization. Included

 here are the following:

 

●  Optimized listing title (max. 200 hundred characters on desktop, cut to 76 characters on

 mobile)

●  5 product feature bullets (max. 250 characters each)

●  Product description (max. 2000 characters including HTML)

●  Back-end keywords

 

 The front-end keywords are sent to you in a separate Excel file. All the keywords you'll see here

 are highlighted for your convenience.

 

 Please note:

 

● We apply all the information you have provided us to an intricate keyword strategy using 

Helium10.  

● We follow best practices in copywriting and Amazon SEO to create your listing. 

● You might find misspelling or grammatical errors in the listing.  Please don't correct them 

- especially if they are highlighted. These are exact keywords that some customers use 

to search for products like yours. Changing them might affect your rank. 

 

Our strategy: balancing search volume & relevancy 

 

 Prioritizing keywords with high search volume results in a wide reach of potential customers.

 However, conversion can be challenging, especially when the buyer level is in the "shopping

  around" stage.

 

 Meanwhile, prioritizing keywords with high relevancy may put your product in front of those

 who are more likely to convert. However, the reach for this strategy is not as wide, and therefore

  could limit the visits to your listing.

 

 



 

his is why we balance search volume and relevancy. Furthermore, we include the relevant T

keywords that your top competitor is ranking for, to help put you side by side with the 

best-selling ASIN. 

 

 Lastly, remember that the success of your listing optimization also relies on other factors - PPC,

  images, customer service, A+ content, and video.

 

 This listing optimization will deliver organic results - but it is only one part of the engine that will

 boost your Amazon listing.

 

 

 

Title 
 BBQ Brisket Rub and Steak Seasoning Texas Style - 16 Ounces Dry Rub for Smoking Meat and

  Grilling - Best for Beef, Pork, Chicken, and Vegetables - Tasty Spices, Juicy, and Tender Meat

Here’s what will come out on mobile:  

 BBQ Brisket Rub and Steak Seasoning Texas Style - 16 Ounces Dry Rub

 

Product Description 
 The Champion's Choice

 BBQ meat rubs for smoking is the BBQ dry rub of choice of the best butchers and grillers in

 America. None other than master griller David Bouska trusts BBQ steak seasonings and rubs to

 bring him all the way to the World Champion Pitmaster Trophy in 2012, and again in 2018!

 BBQ Steak & Brisket Rub delivers the authentic taste of Texas BBQ in these rubs for smoking

 and grilling. Let's bring out the flavorful juices of your meats with slow & low or fast grilling.

 Butcher BBQ is an excellent flavor enhancer for all kinds of meat - beef, pork, chicken, and wild

  game. You can even rub them on vegetables for a special side to go with your bbq.

 Use for:

●  Grilling

●   Smoking

 



 

●  Marinating

●  Slow-cooking

 BBQ seasoning satisfies the taste buds of every proud bbq-lovin' American. We elevate the

 American tradition of firing up the grill with unforgettable spices and flavors you'll love.

HTML 
 Just key this part in as it appears here. The result will be what you see in the product description

 above.

 

 <p>The Champion's Choice</p><p>BBQ meat rubs for smoking is the BBQ dry rub of choice of

 the best butchers and grillers in America. None other than master griller David Bouska trusts

 BBQ steak seasonings and rubs to bring him all the way to the World Champion Pitmaster

 Trophy in 2012, and again in 2018!</p><p>BBQ Steak & Brisket Rub delivers the authentic

 taste of Texas BBQ in these rubs for smoking and grilling. Let's bring out the flavorful juices of

 your meats with slow &amp; low or fast grilling. Butcher BBQ is an excellent flavor enhancer for

 all kinds of meat - beef, pork, chicken, and wild game. You can even rub them on vegetables for

 a special side to go with your bbq.</p><p>Use Butcher BBQ

 for:</p><p>Grilling</p><p>Smoking</p><p>Marinating</p><p>Slow-cooking</p><p>BBQ

 seasoning satisfies the taste buds of every proud bbq-lovin' American. We elevate the American

 tradition of firing up the grill with unforgettable spices and flavors you'll love.</p>

 

Product Features/Bullet Points 
 

 Trust Your Butcher ... BBQ dry rubs for smoking and grilling is the butcher's dry rub choice for

 tasty and juicy steaks, ribs, chicken, or wild game. Elevate the flavor with no MSG, no fat,

 gluten-free, low-carb, and low-calorie.

 

 Texas Style Brisket Rub Seasoning ... Take your meats and rub them with lip-lickin' flavors of the

 south. This brisket rub seasoning will transport you into a Texan BBQ joint with tender,

 fall-of-the-bone ribs, juicy steaks, or tasty chicken wings.

 

 BBQ World Food Champion ... As Seen on TV. If this looks familiar, it is! BBQ Brisket

 Seasoning, Rib and Steak Rub has appeared on the hit show, BBQ Pitmasters. An

 



 

 award-winning favorite of 2-time World Champion BBQ Pitmaster, David Bouska.

 

 Versatile Dry Rub ... Use for grilling, smoking, roasting, or even slow-cooking. BBQ tastes great

 with every kind of cooking technique you practice. Use on beef, pork, chicken, wild game, and

 vegetables for that unforgettable first bite.

 

 Proudly Made in America: Backed by 34 years of meat industry expertise, your BBQ seasoning

 is crafted in small artisanal batches in a USDA-inspected facility here in the USA.

 

Back-End Keywords 
 Search Terms  rubs ribs prime best wing butt dirty south some chops flank thigh

 belly ribeye ground turkey cooked sirloin roast powder honey

 pastrami deli fingers polish sausage msg steaks corned fish

 shrimp chipotle roll salisbury waguy shaved dehydrated slab salt

 Subject Matter  butt prime wing dirty beef rub butchers rub

  bbq rubs and spices for smoking

 rib rub bbq seasonings and rubs rib rub seasoning

  rib rub for smoking rib rubs for smoking

 pork rib seasoning pork rubs for smoking pork rub

 

 Intended Use  Dry Rub

 Marinade

teak seasoning S

 Spices

 Flavor enhancer

 Other Attributes o MSG N

Gluten-free 

No fat 
Low calorie 

Low carb 

Made in the USA 

16 ounces 

 



 

 Target Market C

he
fs
 

Head of families 

Grillers 

Smokers 

Home cooks 

 

 

 


